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Lab-centric instruction emphasizes supervised, hands-on activities by substituting lab for lecture time. It
combines a multitude of pedagogical techniques into the format of an extended, structured closed lab. We
discuss the range of benefits for students, including: increased staff interaction, frequent and varied self
assessments, integrated collaborative activities, and a systematic sequence of activities that gradually
increases in difficulty. Instructors also benefit from a deeper window into student progress and
understanding. We follow with discussion of our experiences in courses at U.C. Berkeley, and using data
from some of these investigate the effects of lab-centric instruction on student learning, procrastination, and
course pacing. We observe that the lab-centric format helped students on exams but hurt them on extended
programming assignments, counter to our hypothesis. Additionally, we see no difference in self-ratings of
procrastination and limited differences in ratings of course pace. We do find evidence that the students who
choose to attend lab-centric courses are different in several important ways from students that choose to
attend the same course in a non-lab-centric format.
Keywords: closed lab; embedded assessment; collaborative learning; procrastination; computer
programming; blended learning environments; pedagogy; CS1; CS2.

Introduction
Lab-centric instruction is based on the premise that computer science students learn more by
doing than by listening to lectures (Laurillard, 1993). It increases hands-on, supervised lab time
while reducing lecture and discussion time. We have designed, piloted, and run lab-centric
versions of several lower-division courses at U.C. Berkeley since 2002. In this paper we spend
the first half presenting a detailed description of lab-centric instruction and its benefits, and in the
second half reporting on our experiences with these courses, including comparisons between labcentric and non-lab-centric courses on student learning, attitudes, and behavior.
W hat is lab-centric instruction?
Lab-centric instruction is not a single innovation. It is the combination of dramatically increasing
emphasis on lab time with the integration of promising pedagogical practices that this enables. In
shifting to lab-centric instruction we have combined a multitude of common and proven
techniques to enhance student learning, the result of which changes how students and instructors
spend their time (Clancy, Titterton, Ryan, Slotta, & Linn, 2003). At a basic level, lab-centric
instruction uses a closed lab, defined as one that provides activities to be accomplished during a
scheduled time under the supervision of a member of the course staff. A closed lab can be
contrasted with an open lab, in which student tasks are less structured and attendance is optional.
Our typical lab-centric course provides one hour of lecture and a total of six hours of
supervised lab each week. The lecturer and the lab instructor are usually different people, with

the course instructor lecturing and the teaching assistant supervising the labs. We have used this
format in lower-division courses that are otherwise taught in our department's traditional format:
a weekly schedule of three hours of lecture, two hours of closed lab, and one hour of discussion
led by a teaching assistant. In this paper, we will refer to this format at "traditional", although it
does differ from common practices at other institutions. We discuss this point further in the
section below on constraints for adopting the lab-centric format.
Several factors contributed to evolution of our lab-centric format. We have run closed
labs in our lower-division courses since the early 1980's. In the early 1990's, we introduced peer
instruction (Mazur, 1997) in our courses to try to make lecture time more productive. Elsewhere
on campus, Marcia Linn was supervising the development of the WISE learning environment, on
which our first delivery system was overlaid, and researching the pedagogical effects of it (Linn,
Davis, Bell, 2004). In transitioning from the traditional format to lab-centric instruction, we have
added an additional hour of supervised work, moving from six hours a week to seven. We
believe that this does not increase the amount of time students spend on the course. In lab-centric
instruction there are no office hours, and students spend some of their time in lab working on
homework or projects that would normally be attempted without supervision. We believe
benefits to student experience and learning are mainly attributable to the other structural benefits
and pedagogical innovations in lab-centric instruction.

How students spend their time in lab-centric instruction
The students spend the majority of lab time working individually or in small groups working
through a sequence of activities presented through an online learning management system.
Originally, this was a locally built system based on the WISE learning environment (Slotta &
Linn, 2009); currently, we use the Moodle system with local modifications (Dougiamas &
Thomas, 2003). Some three-hour lab sessions, especially those early in a course, can contain
forty to fifty separate activities.
The list below shows some of the types of activities used within our lab-centric courses.
Most of these activities are well established research-based pedagogical tools and techniques.
x Quiz - A lab session begins with a short quiz, covering material from the previous class.
Student responses are reviewed by lab-instructors (the teaching assistants, in our courses)
before feedback is given to students.
x Gated collaboration - A question is posed to the students. After responding online, a
student is able to view the answers provided by their classmates. In this way, students are
required to engage with the content before reading possible answers. Gated
collaborations typically use questions that lend themselves to multiple solutions where
viewing other students' answers shows a diversity of answers and provides students with
experience evaluating alternative responses.
x Self Assessment - An embedded assessment where students get instant feedback
customized according to their responses.
x Exercise - An activity, such as a programming or debugging task, where there is no
explicit assessment or initial collaboration.
x Brainstorm/Reflection ± A prompt that encourages students to reflect or make a note in
their course journal. These may encourage reflection on problem solving or debugging
process or on current understanding.
x Design/Defend discussion - An activity that encourages the evaluation and refinement
regarding design, either online or face-to-face.

x
x

Discussion (online or face-to-face) - A discussion that begins through an online forum
and continues with face-to-face discussion depending upon the pacing of students.
Project - A three- to four-week extended homework assignment with time in lab
dedicated to project work and evaluation of progress toward a solution.

How instructors spend their time in lab-centric instruction
All lab time is supervised by a member of the course staff who monitors student progress both
on- and offline. Online presentation of activities frees instructional staff to roam during class
time, answer questions, tutor one-on-one or one-to-few, and help all students make progress.
Tools that allow instructors to monitor student interactions with the system help the instructors to
identify and assist those students who have misconceptions, or those students who are falling
behind.
E xample lab-centric curriculum
Table 1 details a sample day of curriculum on testing and debugging from a lower-division labcentric course. The activities in it are based on a procedure named contains1MoreThan that
should determine whether its first string argument is the result of inserting exactly one character
into its second argument. Addressing the issue of positive test bias (Zweben, Stringfellow, and
Barton, 1989; Leventhal, Teasley. and Rohlman, 1994) is a central focus of this sample day.

A ctivity type

Gated
collaboration

Self Assessment

Exercise
Reflection
Design/defend
discussion
Gated
collaboration
Brainstorm/
reflection
Discussion
(online or faceto-face)

A ctivity contents
A student proposes to test contains1MoreThan with the following calls:
System.out.println  (contains1MoreThan  ("ABC",  "BC"));;    
System.out.println  (contains1MoreThan  ("ABC",  "AC"));;    
System.out.println  (contains1MoreThan  ("ABC",  "AB"));;    
Give the shortest implementation of contains1MoreThan that would produce the right
answers for those calls.
Describe the deficiencies of this set of test calls.
Provide a missing test case, along with a description of a bug that it would reveal.
The class buggy1.class contains a program with a buggy version of
contains1MoreThan. Generate a test suite that reveals the bug.
The class buggy2.class contains a program with a buggy version of
contains1MoreThan. Find a pair of arguments that reveal the bug and are as short as
possible.
The class buggy3.class contains a program with a buggy version of
contains1MoreThan. Find the bug. Keep track of the test cases you used.
Put an entry in your journal describing test cases that you needed to reveal the bugs of the
SUHYLRXVDFWLYLWLHVHVSHFLDOO\WKRVH\RXKDGQ¶WSUHYLRXVO\WKRXJKWRI
Based on your experiences on the previous activities, design and defend a thorough blackbox test suite for contains1MoreThan.
6XSSRVHDVROXWLRQWRWKHIXQFWLRQLVEDVHGRQWKHIROORZLQJSVHXGRFRGH^«`'HVLJQDQG
defend a thorough glass-box test suite for contains1MoreThan.
/LVWERXQGDU\FRQGLWLRQVIRUWKHIROORZLQJFRPSOH[SUREOHP^«`'HVFUibe your solution.
(for half the class) Explain why it would be easier to test your own version rather than a
version that someone else has written. ( for the other half) Explain why it would be easier to
WHVWVRPHRQHHOVH¶VYHUVLRQWKDQ\RXURZQ7KHQWU\WRSHUVXDGHVRPHRQHLQWKHRWKHU
group to agree with you.

Table 1. An overview for a day of curriculum on testing and debugging in CS 1.
Benefits and constraints

Structure: opportunities from the structure of lab-centric instruction
Opportunity for active learning
The essential motivation for creating a lab-centric course is the shift in emphasis from lecture to
lab. Such a shift is well supported by literature regarding active learning and more specific
research showing the benefits of labs. Numerous commentators have observed that a lecture is
likely to lead at best to passive learning (e.g. Laurillard, 1993; McKeachie, 2005; Elbe, 1976). In
contrast, hands-on lab time engages students in active and discovery learning. Research on
discovery learning suggests that it better supports domain-specific learning than direct
instruction (see Chen & Klah, 1999 for a review). Urban-Lurain and Weinshank (1999) also
describe a course that trades lecture time for lab time, which shares some features with our
approach.
Research, as surveyed by McCauley, Pharr, Pothering, and Starr (2004), supports the use
of closed labs as used in lab-centric instruction. Hofstein and Lunetta (2003) surveyed
characteristics of labs in science courses, which we believe are comparable to computer science

labs. They found that labs provide an environment for experimentation and inquiry, facilitate
student community and collaboration, and foster positive and improved student attitudes and
interest in science. In addition, Parker, Cupper, Kelemen, Molnar, and Scragg (1990) note that
closed-lab activities facilitate the integration of theory and practice, and alleviate the tension
between learning and evaluation.
In line with these positive results, it appears that there is a trend toward the use of closed
labs in lower-division computer science courses (McCauley & Manaris, 2002; McCauley, Starr,
Pharr, Stalvey, & Pothering, 2006). While the use of a closed lab does not make our pedagogy
unique, the emphasis on closed labs over lectures is more dramatic than more typical class
organizations and affords a number of additional structural benefits.

Opportunity for targeted tutoring
The lab format effectively decreases the student-teacher ratio, allowing instructors to engage in
one-to-one and group tutoring sessions, fostering a kind of apprenticeship learning (Collins,
Brown, & Newman, 1989). Students in our lab-centric courses ask questions in the context of the
GD\¶VODEDFWLYLWLHV7KLVSURYLGHVFRXUVHVWDIIUHOHYDQWFRQWH[WDQGWLPHWRGLDJQRVHDQGDGGUHVV
the root of the issue, which is typically not available in questions arising in email or office hours.
By monitoring student learning on- and offline, instructors can initiate tutoring sessions at the
moment a misconception or confusion is occurring, making tutoring sessions more efficient and
affording deep student learning (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; diSessa & Minstrell,
1998).
Individual or small group tutoring has long been known to be the best method of
instruction (Bloom, 1984; Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982), and has been shown to work without
extensive training on the part of the instructor (e.g., Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & La Vancher,
2001). The main drawback of tutoring²that it is very time-intensive and, therefore, costly²is
reduced by the lab-centric format. Students spend most of their time learning from the materials
and their collaborators, while the tutoring is efficiently used when confusion is present. At our
institution the estimated work time for teaching assistants has remained constant in transitioning
from our traditional format to the lab-centric format.
Opportunity for support throughout learning
In Berkeley's traditional lower-division CS courses, the student activities typically vary in
difficulty, with leaps in complexity between labs, homework and projects. Labs typically focus
on introducing low-level concepts, which involve learning and practicing relatively simple tasks.
Subsequent homework assignments and projects represent a marked increase in complexity and
difficulty. In these traditional courses, the least challenging activities take place with the support
of course staff in lab, while students work on the most difficult homework and projects in
relatively isolated. Lab-centric courses can provide a wide variety of activities, arranged so that
the gradient between easy and hard concepts is gentler than in traditional courses. Moreover, lab
content can span a range of difficulties, such that students have the support of their peers and
instructor when they tackle the most difficult challenges in the course.
Opportunity for developing a non-defensive community
The structure of lab-centric instruction allows the staff to get to know the students and build a
community where we strive to avoid the pitfalls present in other computer science classrooms,
such as the defensive climate described by Barker, Garvin-Doxas, and Jackson (2002). Staff

easily learn the names of the students with whom they spend such so much time coaching and
supporting. The offline collaboration activities encourage students to get to know and help each
other. Opportunities for students to show off and engage in hostile behavior are limited because
of the distributed context of the labs. Lab-centric courses can create an environment that is
cooperative, relaxed and focused on student learning.

Opportunities for course refinement to improve learning
The fine-grained activities in our lab-centric curricula expose a substantial amount of
information about student conceptions and misconceptions, some of which instructors may be
unaware of. In subsequent offerings, activities may easily be added or revised to address the
confusion (Ryan, 2006). Our curriculum management system provides tools that allow the
instructor to monitor student progress and, more importantly, understanding. This information
can be shared amongst course staff to provide better direction to teaching assistants and better
feedback for the lecturer for future sessions. With the reduced amount of lecture and the resultant
decrease in lecture preparation time, instructors can focus on refining or inventing curriculum
components (Clancy et al., 2003). Lectures that remain can be tightly focused on actual rather
than assumed student needs.
Opportunities for flexibility
The online presentation of lab activities provides an opportunity for students to progress through
the material at their own pace. However, for the purpose of classroom collaboration it is optimal
for students to be roughly synchronized. We believe this balance between flexibility for the
student and synchronization for effective collaboration represents an unavoidable tension in labcentric courses. We believe that this balance may be adjusted to meet the goals and culture of the
adopting institution.
Constraints on the adoption of the lab-centric format
Several constraints affect the wider adoption of the lab-centric approach in computer science
courses (Titterton & Clancy, 2007). The following section discusses constraints in implementing
lab-centric instruction and the corresponding solutions developed at our university.
Constraints on Lab Staff
At institutions where teaching assistants lead sections (such as ours) as well as institutions where
a single instructor meets with a single lab-sized group of students (e.g., high schools and most
community colleges), the lab-centric format need impose no additional staffing requirements
over the traditional format.
In our traditional courses a 10-hour/week teaching assistant has 4 contact hours: 2 hour in
lab, 1 hour leading a discussion section, and 1 hour of office hours. In lab-centric courses,
teaching assistants have 6 contact hours, all taking place in the lab. We believe that the
elimination of discussion sections substantially reduces teaching assistant preparation
requirements. Additionally, we eliminate teaching assistants' office hours, letting their increased
time in lab fulfill that function.
Constraints on Course Instructor
The labcentric approach drastically reduces lecture preparation for course instructors. New
responsibilities include increased supervision and training of lab staff as well as the creation of

lab activities. While this creation of lab activities is a large investment of instructor time, we
have a growing body of refined content and, when authoring new materials, find that we rarely
start from scratch. The key to easing this constraint is the sharing of content.
We are currently developing an innovative authoring environment to support both novice
and experienced instructors in developing and refining curriculum (Carle, Clancy, & Canny,
2007; Carle, Canny, & Clancy, 2006). Additionally, we plan to soon provide an online
collaborative space for lab-centric instructors to gather and support each other. We are
optimistic about the potential benefits of such collaboration because lab-centric courses allow
curriculum to be more effectively shared and refined than lecture slides. Lab-centric content
unambiguously specifies what the students do, because the pedagogical details are captured
within the lab curriculum rather than hinted at by bulleted lists.

Constraints on Lab Space
With more scheduled lab time, some institutions could experience a shortage of computer
laboratory space. At our university we have curtailed the open lab hours to accommodate the
increased demand on laboratory space. We expect that the growing ubiquity of student-owned
computers and wireless connectivity will ease these constraints.
Activities: Benefits from the Activities of Lab-Centric Instruction
The following section discusses the research-based foundation of individual activities used
within our lab-centric instruction. (A considerable amount of the research has come from the
WISE project²Web-based Inquiry Science Environment²directed by Marcia Linn and
supported for many years by the National Science Foundation.) There is no particular set of
activities that, by their presence, strictly define the lab-centric approach. However, the types of
activities described below were incorporated throughout the design of our curricula because of
their compatibility with our goals of collaboration, frequent feedback and scaffolded learning,
and their amenability to delivery in a closed lab setting.
Collaboration
Research has shown that collaborative activities have a myriad of benefits in all phases of
learning and coursework (Slavin, 1995; Koshman, 1996; Koshman, Hall, & Miyake, 2002;
Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991; Hoadley 2004; Dubinsky, Mathews, & Reynolds, 1997). Still,
collaboration in Berkeley's traditional computer science courses is limited to project work and
the solving of laboratory exercises. That is, students collaborate during the act of programming,
but rarely while engaging in metacognitive reflection on the practice of programming or higherorder thinking. Through additional in-class lab activities we can provide the opportunity to
facilitate collaboration around higher-order thinking and metacognitive reflection through both
on- and offline collaboration.
F ace-to-face collaboration. The closed labs in a lab-centric course present a blended
environment of on- and offline collaboration. Our face-to-face collaboration activities are a
cornerstone of our lab environment and prime the classroom community for further online
collaboration. The face-to-face collaboration activities range from pair programming (Williams
& Upchurch, 2001) and group problem solving to debates about program design, discussion of
techniques for time management, and sharing of debugging tactics. These face-to-face
collaborative activities serve to reinforce the core curriculum and support students in building

skills such as explaining, questioning, and reflecting that we consider essential to the education
of future computer scientists.
The threaded discussions activity. Contribution to a threaded discussion is a frequent homework
assignment in our courses. These activities are intended to encourage metacognitive reflection
such as considering why language features exist, reflecting on best practices in testing and
debugging, examining mental models of recursion and other algorithms, and so forth. Students
are encouraged to exercise this metacognitive reflection and have the opportunity to see the
reflections of other members of their course.
The gated collaboration activity. We developed a "gated collaboration" activity to supplement
typical class collaboration with online collaboration. In a gated collaboration, students are
required to provide an answer to a challenging question before they view the answers of their
classmates. The format ensures students engage in critical thinking by making them both
construct an answer and review other student answers. Gated collaboration provides the
opportunity for students to answer tough questions, yet also provides opportunities for sharing
strategies for debugging or avoiding particular kinds of errors, for comparing design or
development approaches, and for criticizing and defending alternatives. This collaborative
sensemaking fosters engagement across the students in the class. With experience reading and
reviewing other student answers, students can practice evaluating and critiquing explanations
(Chi et al., 1994).

Formative assessment
Educational research has shown that students have difficulties monitoring their own
understanding in computer science courses. (Davis, Linn, & Clancy, 1995; Linn & Kessel,
2003). Many students claim that they understand aspects of a programming language, when in
fact they are basing their understandings on faulty analogies with natural language processing
(Soloway & Spohrer, 1988). Computer science instruction, as well as instruction in other
disciplines, should aim to provide formative assessments of student understanding, provide
feedback, and wherever possible adjust instruction based on evaluation (Bransford et al., 1999).
In Berkeley's traditional-format courses, students may receive no feedback²even pertaining to
possible misconceptions of core concepts²until they perform badly on the first midterm exam.
The self-test activity. Research has shown the effectiveness of embedded assessments in
curricular activity sequences (Tanimoto et al., 2002). We strive to include a myriad of activities
that provide the student with tailored feedback. One instantiation of embedded assessments is a
simple self assessment, in which students are presented with a problematic situation or question.
They answer the question either by typing their answer or selecting an answer option. The
students receive instant feedback and are directed to information that specifically addresses their
assumed mental model. The self-test provides students a penalty-free opportunity for evaluating
their understanding.
The quiz activity. Quizzes take place at the beginning of lab either once or twice a week and
review content from the previous lab. The quizzes are graded; however, quiz scores are capped
such that students receive all points for the quiz portion of their grade if they have an average
score of 70% or greater across all quizzes. The goal is to provide students an incentive to keep up
with the curriculum, while retaining the main focus of the quiz as feedback to the student rather
than punishment for a lack of understanding. As with all students' submitted work, these quizzes
help instructors identify patterns of misunderstandings and students that need additional support.

The project checkpoints. In each of our courses, students take on larger programming
assignments in the form of multi-week projects. For each of these projects we provide time in lab
for supervised project work and feedback from a TA. These sessions serve as an explicit
opportunity to reflect on group functioning and collaboration (Heller & Hollabaugh, 1992) and
attempt to reduce students' propensity to procrastinate. This scaffolding with intermediate project
deadlines and feedback align with many of the findings in the literature on procrastination. For
instance, Ross and Nisbett (1991) claim that structured situations can lessen procrastination,
Wolters (2003) and Shaffer and Edwards (2007) recommend setting proximal goals for larger
assignments, and Wesp (1986) finds specific benefits for daily quizzes.
Structuring and Scaffolding Programming
The case study activities. Many of the lab activities are structured for students to work with
framework code as they gradually develop the skills necessary to design and program their own
projects. Our lab-centric courses make use of case studies (Linn & Clancy, 1992) to provide
models for applying design, development, and analysis skills. Each case study is a narrative
describing the paths from a problem statement to one or more solutions. Individual students
bring diverse perspectives to the case study and focus on different aspects of the narrative and
accompanying code. Our lab-centric courses use additional activities to take advantage of this
diversity, such as summarizing the case stud\DQGFRPPHQWLQJRQFODVVPDWHV¶VXPPDULHV,QWKH
lab curriculum, students modify the provided code as well as engage in discussion around any
design patterns presented in the case study.
The scaffolded fill-in the blank coding activity. We have tools so that students can fill in a
segment of a program and have the results evaluated within the web browser. These scaffolded
programming tasks focus student attention on the central aspect of the task, while hiding aspects
of the code that might be overwhelming or inaccessible for students at their current level of
experience. For example, instead of writing an entire function, students can provide the predicate
to an existing if-else structure in an attempt to produce a particular output or a particular error.
We have a tool that can evaluate arbitrary Scheme code in the browser, allowing activity authors
to provide very tailored feedback. Another tool modifies a Java editor to present a file with
editable regions and hidden instructor-provided evaluation code.
E xperiences with lab-centric instruction

Overview of Lab-Centric Offerings
Our first attempt at a lab-centric course was in the summer of 2002 at University of California at
Berkeley, for a CS1 course in Scheme. It was perceived as a great success (Clancy et al., 2003).
We have used the lab-centric format continuously for this course ever since, and it has been
taught by four different instructors. In 2004 we piloted a lab-centric Java-based data structures
course (CS2) at U.C. Berkeley. Designed to follow a Scheme-based programming course for
majors, it included an introduction to the Java language. This course has been taught in the labcentric format four times since the original offering, all by the same instructor. In 2007, we
piloted a lab-centric version of our lower-division computer architecture course, including
instruction in C and MIPS, and have since offered it three additional times, taught by two
different instructors. We have also been involved with four different lab-centric CS1 offerings in
Java for other departments and/or institutions either as consultants, curriculum designers, or
instructors. However, data from these offerings have not been analyzed.

Hypotheses Regarding Lab-Centric Instruction
At the highest level, we wish to determine how students benefit from the lab-centric
format. Below we present four more focused research questions followed by our rationale and
context for each question.
1) Does lab-centric instruction improve student performance on exams and multiweek
projects?
2) Are there self-selection effects between lab-centric and traditional course populations?
3) Does lab-centric instruction decrease student procrastination?
4) Are students in lab-centric courses less likely to perceive the pace of the course as too
fast?
In line with our pedagogical goals, our primary research question examines whether labcentric instruction can improve student learning. Below, we distinguish between exam and
multi-week project scores. We hypothesize that lab-centric instruction helps students with both
outcomes, but will help students more with project work, because the labs emphasize activities
that are more relevant to project-based evaluations. We have seen trends suggesting such a
relationship in earlier, less systematic analyses (Titterton, Clancy, & Lai, 2008). Through our
experiences with lab-centric instruction we have developed theories about how lab-centric
instruction might serve underrepresented populations in traditional courses and we sought to
investigate if students appeared to self-select into lab-centric or traditional courses. Our third
hypothesis, suggested by early interviews with students from CS1, is that the highly structured
sequencing of the curricular activities will decrease student procrastination. Finally, we
hypothesize that because of the greater level of scaffolding, students will be less likely to feel the
pace of a lab-centric course is too fast than they would a traditionally formatted course.

Data sets and limitations
While establishing separate yet rigorously comparable lab-centric and traditional courses has
been infeasible at our institution, below we provide details of the methods of comparison
available within each of our lab-centric courses (Computer Architecture, CS2 and CS1), and
discuss how we can evaluate the data to address our hypotheses. In our analyses, we will
generally use responses from survey data in combination with two separate outcomes: a sum of a
VWXGHQW¶VSURMHFWVFRUHVDQGDVXPRIDVWXGHQW¶VH[DPVFRUHVXQGHUWKHDVVXPSWLRQWKDWSURMHFWV
and exams measure different aspects of student learning.
Computer Architecture - F all 2007
Although we have taught Computer Architecture in the lab-centric format four times, the
offering that most closely approaches our research ideal was that of fall 2007. That semester we
offered a single lab-centric section (n = 21) and four traditional sections (n = 126). The course
was co-taught, with one instructor giving the lectures and another instructor developing the labs
and assessments for both formats. All students were assigned the same projects, exams, and
homework. With this course structure, we are able to directly compare student performance

through a sum of scores on the three exams (combined exam) and sum of scores on the four
projects (combined project). In addition, students in both formats completed three course surveys
to measure demographic information, perception of course climate, and other information.
While this offering isolates aspects of lab-centric instruction, there are two limitations in
this design. First, students self-selected either lab-centric or traditional as their course format. As
we shall show, the student populations differed in several important ways. Second, students may
have exposed themselves to the other format or interacted with students from the other format.
For instance, some students enrolled in the lab-centric section attended some lectures, and some
students enrolled in the traditional sections used the lab-centric materials in various ways.

Data Structures (C S2)
We analyze student performance and survey responses across the lab-centric and traditional
versions of CS2 from the fall of 2004 through the spring of 2009. Altogether, we analyze records
from a total of 939 students including three lab-centric offerings from one instructor (with 89,
141, and 133 students) and four traditional offerings from two different instructors (two offerings
each, with 99, 101, 144, and 232 students). Technical problems with the course survey in the fall
of 2008 traditional offering rendered it unusable.
Multiple surveys were given over the semester in each of the lab-centric offerings. In the
traditional offerings, a much shorter survey was given at the end of the semester. Some of the
survey items between the two formats were duplicated for comparison. The instructors for both
versions of the course offered a small number of course points for taking the survey, and the
response rates generally exceeded 90%.
Although the general syllabus for each offering was the same, the ordering and emphases
of the materials differed. Additionally, each offering included qualitatively different projects and
exams, although some of the projects were duplicated between offerings from the same
instructor. For each student, we generated a sum of project scores and a sum of exam scores.
These scores were converted into standardized scores based on the mean and standard deviation
within that offering to adjust for differences in point scales and grading rubrics. As such, we are
unable to use these scores to directly compare the lab-centric and traditional formats: the average
score for each offering is 0, by definition. However, we are able to look at interactions between
format (lab-centric and traditional) and one or more other variables (e.g., self-ratings of
programming competence) on our outcomes. Based upon all of these limitations, we do not
consider this data a random sample from a hypothetical population; consequently, we will report
observational trends rather than probabilities from hypothesis testing. These explanatory, rather
than confirmatory, analyses shed light on our hypotheses. However, they cannot be expected to
firmly answer our research questions.
Introductory Programming (C S1)
We believe that our CS1 for non-majors is our best lab-centric course, as it has undergone the
most refinement. It has been taught over twenty semesters, including summers, and students
have been given extensive surveys in each offering to guide our refinement. Unfortunately, the
current lab-centric format was adopted before baseline data was collected, and no traditionalformat semesters have been offered since. As such, we are completely unable to compare the
lab-centric format directly with anything. Consequently, our analyses can only examine what
sorts of differences there are between groups of students (e.g., those that do well and those that
do poorly, females versus males, and so forth).

F indings and Implications

Learning effects
We examine hypothesis 1² does lab-centric instruction improve student performance on exams
and projects² through data from the fall of 2007 computer architecture course. As mentioned
above, we are unable to examine hypothesis 1 directly through data in the CS2 offerings: with
normalized outcomes, the means are all exactly zero. In the fall of 2007, a visual examination
shows that the lab-centric group does slightly worse on the combined project score and slightly
better on the combined exam score. However, t-tests fail to find any significant differences.
For the fall 2007 computer architecture course, we have several variables that can be used
as covariates to help tighten the relationship between lab-centric membership and the exam and
project scores. These include:
x Controlling for the other outcome: The project and exam combined scores are quite
correlated (r=.656), meaning that there is a big part of exam score that project score will
predict and 'remove' from the predictive model.
x Learning style: Students were asked about their experiences in prior courses, and whether
they learned best in lab, lecture, or by themselves. The majority of students in the labbased group believe they learn best in lab, while the non-lab-centric group are much more
evenly split, as discussed in the section on self selection effects below. Response to this
question has no significant relationship to project or exam scores.
x Realistic letter grade: Students were asked "Realistically, what grade do you expect to get
in this course". Student response is highly associated with both exam and project
outcomes, and, as discussed in the section on self selection effects below, is also
associated with membership in the lab-centric or traditional sections.
A general linear model including main effects for the above factors (as well as lab-centric
group membership) and a term for interaction between lab-centric group membership and lecture
learning style shows a significant relationship between lab-centric membership and combined
exam score (F=4.65, p<.05). Membership in the lab-based group is predicted to increase exam
score by approximately 12 points. The mean of combined exam score is 81, with a standard
deviation of around 19, giving an effect size of d=0.63 (using Cohen's d). The maximum and
minimum combined exam scores are 114.4 and 35.5 respectively.
A similar model predicting combined project score shows very similar significance
(F=4.78, p<.05). However, membership in the lab-centric group is associated with a lower
project score by about 5.4 points. The mean of combined project score is 28.5 with a standard
deviation of about 9, giving an effect size of d=0.6. The maximum and minimum combined
project scores are 39.9 and 3 respectively.
We hypothesized that lab-centric instruction would help student scores on projects more
than exams, given the type of interactive curriculum and skills we emphasize in the lab-centric
format. Our hypothesis, then, was roundly rejected! We will continue to analyze these results
more thoroughly. The combined scores for exams as well as for projects are likely hiding quite a
bit of meaningful structure.
The nature of the computer architecture course may be a partial cause of these findings:
in comparison to the CS1 course and, to a large extent, the CS2 course, the computer architecture
course is a series of small, independent units that don't much build upon each other. There is no
"final" project, for instance. These smaller assignments may not have benefited from the labcentric format as much as an extended project might.

It is also important to note that although the lab instructor was experienced in lab-centric
course development, students in the lab-centric group were working through first-generation
materials that have been refined over subsequent semesters.
Data from the CS2 offerings can also be used to predict the effect of lab-based group
membership on outcomes when controlling for other variables. There are, however, far fewer
covariates that can be included in the model. As mentioned above, we wish to avoid complicated
confirmatory analyses with the CS2 dataset. Any result would be very difficult to interpret.
With the covariates specified above, excluding the realistic letter grade variable (which wasn't
asked in the surveys of all the CS2 offerings), lab-centric membership again reduces project
score and raises exam score, validating the trends shown in the fall of 2007 offering of the
computer architecture course.

Self-selection effects
As discussed above, students self-selected their membership in all courses. However, this
selection may be based on factors that contribute to the outcomes measured. In this section, we
present evidence that the samples of students are different in several ways.
Learning style
In the initial survey of the computer architecture course in the fall of 2007, students were asked
about their learning style in prior lecture courses. Table 2 details the question and the student
responses. There is a strong relationship between responses and lab-centric group membership
(X2=13.6, p<.005). In general, students who choose to attend the lab-centric format largely
believe they learn best in lab and discussion, while students in the traditionally format course
were more evenly spread. This question was not asked in our CS2 surveys.
In university lecture courses that you
While studying
have taken prior to this semester, do you
Lab /
by myself or in There are no
feel that you generally learned more:
Lecture
Discussion
a group
general patterns
Non-lab centric (n=97) 15.5% (15) 30.9% (30)
5.8% (1) 66.7% (14)
Lab based (n=21)
Total (n=118) 13.6% (16) 37.3% (44)

16.5% (16)

37.1% (36)

5.8% (1)

23.8% (5)

14.4% (17)

34.7% (41)

Table 2. Results from fall 2007 for the survey question on lecture learning style.

Reluctance to ask questions
In the same initial survey of the computer architecture course in the fall of 2007 we asked several
questions related to students' perception of the "climate" of university classrooms. These
questions, shown in Table 3, ask students about their reluctance to ask questions in other courses
and why they might feel that way. Because these questions do not ask about the current course,
differences in responses between students in the lab-centric and traditional course populations
represent differences students bring to the computer architecture course.

1
2
3
Responses

In discussion sections in other courses, how often are you reluctant to ask a
question because you are nervous about speaking in front of other students?
In discussion sections in other courses, how often are you reluctant to ask a
question because you don't want to waste the time of the [teaching assistant] or
other students?
In discussion sections in other courses, how often are you reluctant to ask a
question because you are afraid your classmates will think you are stupid?
$OPRVWDOZD\V0RVWRIWKHWLPH6RPHWLPHV5DUHO\1HYHU,GRQ¶WNQRZ

Table 3. Example of classroom climate questions in course surveys.
Table 4 shows responses for question 2; the distribution of responses for the other
questions is similar. Responses are not randomly distributed (X2=173, p<.001); rather, students
in the lab-centric version are more likely to be reluctant to ask questions. In the combined CS2
courses, the distribution of responses is similar to that shown in Table 4, albeit with less
difference between the formats and a much larger sample size.
Reluctance to ask questions in order
not to waste time
Non-lab centric (n=101)
Lab based (n=18)
Total (n=119)

Most of the
time
9.9% (10)

Almost
always
2.0% (2)

16.7% (3)

0% (0)

55.5% (66) 31.9% (38) 10.9% (13)

1.7% (2)

Rarely
Sometimes
59.4% (60) 28.7% (29)
33.3% (6)

50.0% (9)

Table 4. 5HVXOWVIURPIDOOIRUWKHVXUYH\TXHVWLRQ³,Qdiscussion sections in other courses,
how often are you reluctant to ask a question because you don't want to waste the time of the
>WHDFKLQJDVVLVWDQW@RURWKHUVWXGHQWV"´
Students who are more reluctant to ask questions in these ways are disproportionately
choosing the lab-centric format over a traditional format.

Expected grades
Students in the fall 2007 computer architecture course were asked at the beginning of the
semester "Realistically, what grade do you expect to get in this course". Answers are shown in
Table 5. Students in the lab-centric course have far lower expectations for their grade (X2=7.6,
p<.05). Note that there is a highly significant relationship between expected grade and the project
and exam outcomes: the higher one's expected grade, the higher the project and exam score.
Therefore, the students entering the lab-centric section believe they are less likely to do well in
the course, and this belief is, in general, associated with lower course grades. Students in
traditionally formatted CS2 offerings were not asked this question, making analysis of those
offerings impossible.

Expected grade in course
Non-lab centric (n=96)
Lab based (n=21)
Total (n=117)

A+/B+/75.0% (72) 22.9% (22)

C+/2.1% (2)

47.6% (10) 52.4% (11)

0% (0)

70.1% (82) 28.2% (33)

1.7% (2)

Table 5. Responses in fall 2007 computer architecture RIIHULQJWRVXUYH\TXHVWLRQ³5HDOLVWLFDOO\
ZKDWJUDGHGR\RXH[SHFWWRJHWLQWKLVFRXUVH"´
We need to do further research on why a lab-centric course selects for these
characteristics. This may be a general trend, or it may be unique to the student body at
institutions like ours. In early pilot studies of our CS1 for non-major offerings, we believed that
students who were likely to drop out, fail, or struggle in a traditionally formatted course were
doing better than that in our lab-centric version. That is, it seemed that the lab-centric format
was serving the most at-risk students better than a traditional course. Without accurately tracking
students that drop courses, however, we are unable to analyze this hypothesis.
However, if less able students perceive lab-centric courses as more accessible and
supportive, this may be a reason that they disproportionately enroll in them. It is also important
to note that some of the characteristics of these self-selected samples suggest that lab-centric
offerings will have worse outcomes than traditional offerings, all things being equal. The
analyses in the section above on learning effects bear this out for exam outcomes. That is, when
controlling for these self-selection differences in the larger linear model, the lab-centric students
relative exam scores rose. However, the opposite was shown for project scores.

Differences in procrastination ratings
We hypothesized that the lab-centric format would have a limiting effect on student
procrastination, for several reasons. These include its more visible content outline and timeline,
daily quizzes and frequent opportunities for self-assessment, plentiful closed-lab hours, smaller
increases in complexity between activities, and the close monitoring of student progress on
projects.
Interviews in our CS1 for non-majors support this. In spring 2006, several students
commented that the detailed schedule helped them keep up with their work. In spring 2009, one
student commented on the long hours in lab: "So, it's actually kind of nice for me, because it
forces me to sit down and do all the homework, instead of just - oh I'll get to it eventually, then
do it, you know, the night before really fast, it just gives me time to do it."
In the fall 2007 computer architecture course, we asked students whether procrastination
caused them to get started late and/or do less work on either the projects or exams, as shown in
Table 6. While there was an essentially uniform spread in responses, we found no significant
difference between the formats on procrastination. We did confirm that procrastination had a
strong effect on relevant grade outcomes, with the students who reported procrastinating more
doing less well (p<.01 for 3 of the four questions, p<.05 for whether procrastination caused them
to be late studying for exams).

1
2
3
4
Responses

Because of procrastination, did you get started late on the project(s)?
Because of procrastination, did you do less work on the project(s) than you
would otherwise have done?
Because of procrastination, did you get started late studying for the exams?
Because of procrastination, did you study less for the exams than you would
have otherwise?
<HV)RUVRPHRIWKHP1RQRWIRUWKHH[DPVSURMHFWV,GLGQ¶WUHDOO\
SURFUDVWLQDWHLQWKLVFODVV,GRQ¶WNQRZFDQ¶WVD\

Table 6. Procrastination questions in course surveys.
In the combined CS2 offerings, the relationship of procrastination to format and grade
outcomes was very similar to above: students that reported more procrastination did more poorly
on the relevant outcome, and, between the lab-centric and traditional formats, students admitted
to procrastinating about equally.
Our hypothesis, then, is rejected: we can't find any effect of the lab-centric format on
self-reports of procrastination. However, we do think that further research is warranted into
exploring the link between procrastination and the lab-centric format. A better way of measuring
student procrastination is important, rather than relying on a self-rating at the end of the
semester. Edwards et al. (2009), for instance, uses submit times to an autograder to track student
work. This is especially important if students choose their course format²that is, self-select²
based on their tendencies to procrastinate. It may also be that any effect will be different in the
different courses and/or student populations, implying that our observations in CS1 and results in
CS2 and Computer Architecture may not be at odds.

Differences in ratings of pacing
We hypothesized that students in the lab-centric course would perceive the pace as slower, or at
least not too fast, because of the greater level of scaffolding and support. Students answered a
survey question at the end of the course asking them whether they agreed with the statement
"The pace of the course is too fast", providing a rating from 1 (not at all true) to 5 (very true).
Students in traditionally formatted courses of CS2 rated the pace as faster than students in
the lab-centric courses (t=3.30; p=0.001), with a overall mean difference of 0.29 points.
However, who the instructor was played a very large part in ratings of pace in the CS2 courses.
Since we never varied instructor by course format in CS2²that is, one instructor taught all the
lab-centric offerings while two other instructors taught the traditional offerings²we are unable
to discount this as a factor in our results.
Students in the fall 2007 computer architecture course did not differ significantly in their
mean rating of pace. The different results between the two courses may be due to curricular
flow. As mentioned earlier, the computer architecture course is a series of small, independent
units that don't build much upon each other, while the CS2 courses build towards a large project.
Conclusions
We have described what we call a lab-centric instructional format, which starts by trading lecture
and discussion time for supervised time in a closed lab completing activities delivered online.
The increased lab time allows for a variety of activities over and above what students do in

traditional courses. In lab-centric versions of three of our lower-division computer science
courses, we include not only programming-related exercises but also embedded assessments,
supports for reflection and self-monitoring, and offline as well as online collaboration.
The increased lab time potentially provides several benefits:
x replacement of passive learning in lecture by active learning in lab;
x arrangement of activities to minimize the gradient between easy and difficult concepts;
x increased awareness by course staff of how well individual students are doing;
x more and timelier staff availability (because of reallocation of contact hours) for help
throughout the course; and
x development of a comfortable classroom climate that supports collaborative learning.
More benefits can result from an appropriate online delivery vehicle:
x rapid feedback to lab instructors about student misunderstanding, and correspondingly
timely engaging with the student in targeted tutoring to clear up confusion;
x more opportunities for instructors to make pedagogical contributions other than lecturing.
There are potential disadvantages as well:
x the challenge of curriculum construction;
x space limitations; and
x staff scheduling constraints.
Evidence suggests that we have largely achieved the benefits and avoided the pitfalls,
although much of this evidence precludes formal analyses. In fall 2007, however, students in a
lab-centric section of a course were given the same exams, homework, and assignments as
students in traditionally formatted sections. Comparisons showed that
x students in the lab-centric section had lower grade expectations at the start of the
semester and a greater reluctance to ask questions during lab;
x when controlling for these differences, students in the lab-centric section did significantly
better on the exams but significantly worse on the projects; and
x there was no difference in self reports of procrastination between students in the two
sections, and limited evidence that students were more comfortable with the pace of the
lab-centric section.
We continue to focus research and development effort on lab-centric instruction. For
instance, we plan on performing analyses of our extensive logging data to better understand how
students view and interact with the activities in our courses and, we hope, gain further insight
into which characteristics and behaviors successful students exhibit. We also hope to look at
student progress across several courses to examine whether students benefit from early labcentric instruction in later courses or, perhaps, do worse in later courses when the lab-centric
support structures are removed.
Additionally, in order to ease the challenge of curriculum construction we are designing
an authoring system and instructor community portal to enable sharing and collaborative
development of curricular materials. If you are interested in viewing and/or using our curricular
materials or tools, contact us via email or go to http://ucwise.berkeley.edu/info, where we will
continue to provide updated access to our research, curriculum, and tools.
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